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The replication of eukaryotic chromosomes is orga-
nized temporally and spatially within the nucleus
through epigenetic regulation of replication origin
function. The characteristic initiation timing of spe-
cific origins is thought to reflect their chromatin envi-
ronment or sub-nuclear positioning, however the
mechanism remains obscure. Here we show that
the yeast Forkhead transcription factors, Fkh1 and
Fkh2, are global determinants of replication origin
timing. Forkhead regulation of origin timing is inde-
pendent of local levels or changes of transcription.
Instead, we show that Fkh1 and Fkh2 are required
for the clustering of early origins and their associa-
tion with the key initiation factor Cdc45 in G1 phase,
suggesting that Fkh1 and Fkh2 selectively recruit
origins to emergent replication factories. Fkh1 and
Fkh2 bind Fkh-activated origins, and interact physi-
cally with ORC, providing a plausible mechanism to
cluster origins. These findings add a new dimension
to our understanding of the epigenetic basis for
differential origin regulation and its connection to
chromosomal domain organization.
INTRODUCTION
Chromatin structure and organization influence most every
genomic process (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Misteli, 2007).
Modification of chromatin structure to accommodate one
genomic task inevitably alters the landscape for other pro-
cesses. To function concurrently, fundamental processes such
as DNA replication and transcription must be coordinated to
preserve the accuracy and integrity of both, failure of which
may lead to genome instability and developmental defects (Gon-
dor and Ohlsson, 2009; Hiratani et al., 2009; Knott et al., 2009a;
Mechali, 2010). Epigenetic regulation of replication origin activa-tion is thought to play a role in coordinating DNA replication with
other genomic tasks, however our current understanding of how
chromosomal replication is regulated by chromatin, let alone
organized in three dimensions, is mostly correlative and sparse
on mechanism.
Chromosomal DNA replication is governed primarily through
regulation of replication initiation at origins. Origin DNA binds
ORC and these are joined, in G1 phase, by inactive MCM
helicase complexes resulting in assembly of prereplicative
complexes (pre-RCs), which are competent to initiate replica-
tion. Upon S phase entry, Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK) stimu-
lates the loading of Cdc45 and Cyclin-dependent kinase
stimulates the loading of additional factors to convert pre-RCs
into active replisomes (Bell and Dutta, 2002). However, not all
pre-RCs initiate replication synchronously at the onset of S
phase, nor do all potential origins fire in every cell across a pop-
ulation. Instead, a subset of pre-RCs initiates replication early
while clustering into foci, each containing multiple replisomes,
that constitute replication factories (Kitamura et al., 2006;
Meister et al., 2007). The dynamic nature of the replication foci
suggests that as early replicons terminate, these factories are
disassembled, allowing the next subset(s) of pre-RCs to initiate
replication and establish new factories (Sporbert et al., 2002).
The process is not purely stochastic. Whether in yeast or
mammalian cells, certain origins reproducibly initiate more effi-
ciently (i.e., the frequency of initiation per cell cycle, % 1) and/
or earlier than others (across a population of cells), thereby giving
rise to characteristic replication timing patterns of chromosomes
(Diller and Raghuraman, 1994; Weinreich et al., 2004).
Replication timing generally correlates with gene activity
and chromatin structure, with earlier replicating regions being
transcriptionally active and euchromatic, and later replicating
regions being transcriptionally silent and heterochromatic
(Gilbert, 2002; Gondor and Ohlsson, 2009; MacAlpine and Bell,
2005; Mechali, 2010; Weinreich et al., 2004). These correlations
suggest that origins may be subject to similar modes of regula-
tion by local chromatin structure as promoters. Indeed, tran-
scription factors can stimulate origin activity (Chang et al.,
2004; Danis et al., 2004; Marahrens and Stillman, 1992), andCell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 99
active origins frequently colocalize with transcription start sites
of active genes in Drosophila and mammalian cells (Cadoret
et al., 2008; Karnani et al., 2010; MacAlpine et al., 2010; Se-
queira-Mendes et al., 2009). The role of transcription factors
here is thought to involve the recruitment of chromatin remodel-
ers or modifiers that position nucleosomes or otherwise increase
accessibility of origins to trans-acting factors (Flanagan and Pe-
terson, 1999; Hu et al., 1999; Li et al., 1998; Lipford and Bell,
2001). Similar to their effects on transcription, local histone de-
acetylation typically delays or suppresses origin firing, whereas
histone acetylation advances or stimulates origin activity (Aggar-
wal and Calvi, 2004; Aparicio et al., 2004; Goren et al., 2008;
Knott et al., 2009c; Pappas et al., 2004; Stevenson and Gottsch-
ling, 1999; Vogelauer et al., 2002; Weber et al., 2008). However,
distinct aspects of chromatin structure may affect origin timing
versus efficiency. Recent studies indicate that histone acetyla-
tion is required for pre-RC assembly (Miotto and Struhl, 2007),
and multiple, acetylated lysines in histone H3 and H4 N-termini
are required for efficient origin activity (Eaton et al., 2011; Unnik-
rishnan et al., 2010). The mechanism of temporal control is less
clear. Early firing is thought to represent a default state, with de-
acetylated chromatin imposing a delay.
Recently, we reported that the Rpd3L histone deacetylase
delays the activation of 100 origins throughout the yeast
genome (1/3 of the active origins) (Knott et al., 2009c). With
this dataset we used classification-regression trees to identify
annotated protein binding-sites (from Harbison et al., 2004)
whose presence or absence near origins was predictive of origin
regulation by Rpd3L. This and further analysis identified binding
sites of Forkhead transcription factors, Fkh1 and Fkh2, as being
depleted near Rpd3L-regulated origins (data not shown). Fkh1
and Fkh2 have been well characterized for their role in regulating
G2/M phase specific transcription of a group of genes known as
theCLB2 cluster (Murakami et al., 2010), but have no known role
in DNA replication. In this study, we show that Fkh1 and Fkh2
regulate the initiation timing of most of the earliest origins in
the yeast genome through a novel mechanism involving origin
clustering in G1 phase.
RESULTS
Fkh1 and Fkh2 Control Genome-wide Initiation
Dynamics of Replication Origins
To test whether Fkh1 and Fkh2 influence replication origin
function, we examined genome-wide origin-firing using BrdU
immunoprecipitation analyzed by DNA sequencing (BrdU-IP-
Seq), in cells arrested in early S phase with hydroxyurea (HU).
In this analysis, BrdU peak size is proportional to origin efficiency
in HU: early-efficient origins produce large peaks while late and/
or dormant origins yield smaller or no peaks (Knott et al., 2009c).
Because Fkh1 and Fkh2 play partially complementary yet
opposing roles in regulation of G2/M phase regulated genes
(Murakami et al., 2010), we analyzed single as well as double-
deletion mutants of FKH1 and FKH2. Furthermore, because
the double mutant cells exhibit slow, pseudohyphal growth,
which complicates their analysis, we also examined these cells
with overexpression of C-terminally truncated FKH2 (+pfkh2DC),
which largely restores CLB2 cluster gene regulation (Reynolds100 Cell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.et al., 2003). Consistent with this, we found that expression of
Fkh2DC in fkh1Dfkh2D cells suppressed their pseudohyphal
growth and restored nearly normal growth rate (Figure S1A,
available online, and data not shown).
In wild-type (WT) cells, 295 peaks of BrdU incorporation were
detected genome-wide (Figure 1A and Data S1). Combined
deletion of FKH1 and FKH2 had an unprecedented effect on
origin activity throughout the genome, with the activities of the
archetypal early origins ARS305 and ARS607 being strongly
reduced (Figure 1A). Genome-wide, of the 352 origins that
were detected to fire in WT and/or fkh1Dfkh2D cells, 106 (30%)
origins were significantly decreased in activity (Fkh-activated)
and 82 (23%)were significantly increased (Fkh-repressed) (Table
S1 and Data S1). Deletion of FKH1 significantly (FDR < 0.005)
altered the activity of specific origins, with 35 being Fkh-acti-
vated and 16 Fkh-repressed, whereas deletion of FKH2 had no
significant effect on the replication pattern (Figure 1A, Figures
S1B and S1C, Table S1, and Data S1). Fortuitously, expression
of fkh2DC, while complementing the pseudohyphal growth
defects due to transcriptional deregulation, did not complement
the origin deregulation of fkh1Dfkh2D cells, with virtually all of
the same origins being identified as Fkh-activated (95) or
Fkh-repressed (80) (Figure 1A, Figures S1B and S1C, Table S1,
and Data S1). This result demonstrates that the C terminus of
Fkh2 is required for origin regulation, and suggests that the
effects on origins are independent of transcriptional regulation
by Fkh1 and Fkh2. We took advantage of the ability of fkh2DC
expression to complement the transcriptional defects, but
not the replication defects, and to improve the growth of the
double mutant cells to facilitate further analyses of fkh1Dfkh2D
cells.
Two-dimensional clustering of the Fkh-regulated origins
based on their peak sizes allows a global comparison of origin
activities in the WT, single and double mutant strains. This anal-
ysis reveals the extensive deregulation of fkh1Dfkh2D and
fkh1Dfkh2D +pfkh2DC cells, the strong similarity between repli-
cation patterns in the WT and fkh2D cells, and the intermediate
phenotype of fkh1D cells (Figure 1B). These data indicate that
Fkh1 and Fkh2 play a major and complementary role in selecting
certain origins for early activation, while repressing the activation
of others. Fkh1 is sufficient to maintain normal (early) origin regu-
lation in the absence of Fkh2, whereas Fkh2 only partially
compensates for the absence of Fkh1.
To appraise the global relationship between origin activities
and regulation by Fkh1 and/or Fkh2 (Fkh1/2), we arranged
origins according to their WT activity levels (in HU) and plotted
the positions of Fkh-activated and -repressed origins (Figure 1C).
Fkh-activated origins were strongly enriched among earlier-firing
origins while Fkh-repressed origins were strongly enriched
among later-firing (or inefficient) origins (p < 0.001, hypergeo-
metric test). These results show that Fkh1 and Fkh2 are largely
responsible for differential origin firing dynamics throughout
the genome.
To examine in more detail the effect of Fkh1 and Fkh2 on
temporal origin-firing dynamics, we analyzed replication
throughout an unperturbed, synchronous S phase. Total DNA
content analysis showed similar overall replication kinetics in
WT and fkh1Dfkh2D +pfkh2DC cells (hereon fkh1Dfkh2DC)
Figure 1. Analysis of Early S Phase BrdU Incorporation
(A) BrdU incorporation plots of chromosomes III and VI are shown; plot colors and symbols correspond to the strain key above. Origins discussed in the text are
boxed.
(B) Two-dimensional clustering of peak counts at Fkh-regulated origins is shown; columns (color-keyed above) correspond to strains and rows to origins.
(C) All detected origins (in rows) are arranged from maximum to minimum counts in WT, with the positions of Fkh-regulated origins indicated.
See also Figure S1, Table S1, and Data S1.(Figure S2A). We next used BrdU pulse labeling combined with
BrdU-IP analyzed by microarray (BrdU-IP-chip) to analyze
origin-firing dynamics. At Fkh-activated ARS305 in WT cells,
substantial BrdU incorporation occurred during the 12–24 min
through 30–42 min pulses, and ceased by the 36–48 min pulse,
consistent with the early and synchronous replication of this
origin (Figure 2A). In fkh1Dfkh2DC cells, however, BrdU incorpo-
ration at ARS305 was delayed and reduced in comparison,
occurring mainly after replication had ceased in the WT (Fig-
ure 2A). ARS607 and numerous other early origins showed
similar delay of activity in fkh1Dfkh2DC cells (Data S2). These
data confirm the results of the analysis with HU and demonstrate
that Fkh1/2 are required for the early activation of many origins
throughout the yeast genome.
The data also indicate that Fkh1/2 normally repress the earlier
firing of many origins (Data S2). For example, examination of the
late-replicating region of chromosome XV demonstrates that
several later-firing origins, such as ARS1520, initiated replicationearlier in the mutant cells (Figure 2A). To address the formal
possibility that the observed differences in origin activation
timing derive from a change in origin activation efficiency, we
performed two-dimensional gel electrophoresis analysis of
replication initiation structures of Fkh-activated origin ARS305
and Fkh-repressed origin ARS1520. Both origins exhibit high
efficiency in both WT and fkh1Dfkh2DC cells (Figure S2B). These
data confirm that that Fkh1/2 establish the temporal program of
origin activation.
For a global view of the impact of Fkh1/2 regulation on the
temporal program, we clustered the Fkh-regulated origins ac-
cording to their peak-count differences in the HU analysis, and
plotted the differences in their levels of BrdU-incorporation
betweenWT andmutant for each interval in the time-course (Fig-
ure 2B). This analysis shows global correspondence between
the change in origin activity in HU and the change in origin
activity in the time course in the fkh1Dfkh2DC cells, with Fkh-
activated origins firing earlier and Fkh-repressed origins firingCell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 101
Figure 2. Temporal Analysis of DNA Replication by BrdU Pulse Labeling
(A) BrdU incorporation plots of chromosome III and a region of XV are shown. Origins discussed in the text are boxed.
(B) The matrix shows differences (WT-fkh1Dfkh2DC) in BrdU incorporation (DM value) at all Fkh-regulated origins (columns) across time (rows); the origins are
arranged from left to right by their differences (WT-fkh1Dfkh2DC) in BrdU incorporation in HU (DHU Counts). Specific origins are indicated below.
See also Figure S2 and Data S2.later in WT cells. Thus, Fkh1/2 play a major role in determining
the characteristic firing times of replication origins throughout
much of the yeast genome.
Fkh Regulation Involves Establishment
of Replication-Timing Domains
Comparison of the WT and mutant chromosomal replication
profiles reveals additional features of interest, including even
earlier replication of centromere (CEN)-proximal sequences,
such that these became the earliest replicating region of each
chromosome (Figure 2A and Data S2). Plotting CEN-proximal
origins (i.e., within 25 kb) in the time-course clustergram shows
that many of these origins initiated earlier in the mutant cells
andwere among themost strongly affected of the Fkh-repressed
origins (Figure 2B). Another striking feature of themutant replica-
tion profiles is the delayed replication of most telomere (TEL)-
proximal sequences (Data S2), particularly those with active
origins, as evident on the right arm of chromosome III (Figure 2A).
These results further demonstrate the global role of Fkh1/2 in
determining genome replication timing and suggest a function
in chromosomal organization.
We wondered whether the distribution of Fkh-regulated
origins along chromosomes might provide additional clues102 Cell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.about their functional organization. Chromosomal plots of Fkh-
regulated origins (ignoring nonregulated origins) show frequent,
linearly contiguous groups of Fkh-activated and -repressed
origins, suggesting a nonrandom distribution (Figure S2C). To
test this notion rigorously, we applied a permutation test that
determines the likelihood that the contiguous groups are
random. The result shows that the distribution of Fkh-activated
and -repressed origins is nonrandom and that origins of each
class frequently cluster linearly along the chromosomewith other
members of their class (p < 0.01, Figure S2D). Together with the
CEN- and TEL-specific effects, these results are consistent with
Fkh1/2 establishing domains of replication timing.
Fkh1/2 Bind and Function in cis to Fkh-Activated Origins
Fkh1 and Fkh2 exhibit similar DNA sequence binding specific-
ities in vitro and bind extensively throughout the genome, with
significant overlap of binding sites (data not shown and Harbison
et al., 2004; Hollenhorst et al., 2001; MacIsaac et al., 2006). To
examine the relationship of Fkh1 and Fkh2 binding with origin
regulation, we analyzed the distribution of putative Fkh1 and
Fkh2 binding sites within 500 bp of Fkh-activated, -repressed,
and -unregulated origins (see Experimental Procedures). This
analysis shows that Fkh1 and Fkh2 binding sites are enriched
Figure 3. Analysis of Fkh1 and Fkh2 Binding Sites near Origins
(A) and (B) Frequencies of expected and actual Fkh1 (A) and Fkh2 (B) consensus binding sites near Fkh-activated, Fkh-unregulated, and Fkh-repressed origins
are shown.
(C) Frequency distribution plots of Fkh1 and Fkh2 consensus binding sites relative to ACS position are shown.
(D) M values for BrdU-IP-chip and for ChIP-chip of Fkh1 and ORC binding along the ARS305 region in WT cells harboring ARS305 or ars305D2BS.near Fkh-activated origins and depleted near Fkh-repressed
origins (Figures 3A and 3B, hypergeometric test, p < 0.01), as ex-
pected if Fkh1/2 act through direct binding near Fkh-activated
origins. Fkh1 was most enriched, being 4-fold enriched at
Fkh-activated versus -repressed origins, consistent with
a predominant role for Fkh1 rather than Fkh2 in origin regulation
as indicated by the single mutant analysis above.
The enrichment of Fkh1/2 binding sites near origins may
explain the selectionof theseorigins for early activation, however,
Fkh1/2 bind near some origins that are not Fkh-activated sug-
gesting that Fkh1/2binding in the vicinity is not sufficient for origin
activation. To determine more precisely how Fkh1 and Fkh2
localize in relation to Fkh-regulated origins, we calculated the
distance from each origin’s ARS-consensus sequence (ACS),
which binds ORC, to the likeliest Fkh1 and Fkh2 binding site
within 500 bp and plotted the results as a frequency distribution
(see Experimental Procedures). The distribution reveals extraor-
dinary proximity of Fkh1 and Fkh2 consensus sites to ACSs ofFkh-activatedorigins,with frequent overlap of the Fkh1/2 binding
sites and ACSs (Figure 3C). In contrast, Fkh1 and especially Fkh2
showed poorer alignment and binding density with those few
Fkh-repressed origins proximal to Fkh1/2 binding sites. These
results suggest that the positioning and/or number of these sites
may be important for origin regulation.
To test directly whether Fkh1/2 regulate origin function
through binding in cis to the affected origin, we mutated two
putative Fkh1/2 binding sites near ARS305 (ars305D2BS). Com-
bined mutation of these sites significantly reduced BrdU incor-
poration at ARS305, but not at more distal origins, indicating
that Fkh1/2 regulate ARS305 directly through binding in cis (Fig-
ure 3D). Crucially, mutation of these binding sites eliminated
Fkh1 binding to the ARS305 region without eliminating ORC
binding (Figure 3D). These results also eliminate concerns that
origin deregulation results from mis-expression of a replication
factor(s) in fkh1Dfkh2DC cells. Overall, these results demon-
strate that Fkh1/2 binding positively influences origin activity.Cell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 103
Figure 4. Transcription Analysis Surrounding Fkh-Regulated Origins in Unsynchronized and G1-Synchronized Cells
RNA-Seq (A) and Rpb3 ChIP-Seq (B) read counts of WT, fkh1Dfkh2DC, and WT-fkh1Dfkh2DC differences (D), within 10 kb of each Fkh-regulated origin,
are aligned by each origin’s predicted or verified ACS. Origins are grouped according to the orientation of the flanking genes, and arranged by differences
(WT-fkh1Dfkh2DC) in BrdU incorporation in HU (DHU Counts). See also Table S2.Fkh-Dependent Origin Regulation Is Not Correlated with
Transcription Levels or Changes
The notion of a mechanistic link between replication origin timing
and transcriptional state, together with the well-characterized
roles of Fkh1 and Fkh2 as transcriptional regulators, suggested
that altered transcription, particularly of genes proximal to Fkh-
regulated origins, might explain the altered origin firing. Although
expression of Fkh2DC suppressed pseudohyphal growth, indi-
cating that normal transcriptional regulation had been at least
partially restored, we nonetheless wished to determine whether
differences in transcription of genes proximal to the affected
origins could account for the differences in origin activity.
Accordingly, we analyzed global RNA transcript levels using104 Cell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.strand-specific RNA quantification by sequencing (RNA-Seq)
and RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) occupancy using chromatin
immunoprecipitation analyzed by sequencing (ChIP-Seq) of the
Pol II core subunit Rpb3 in WT and fkh1Dfkh2DC cells, in unsyn-
chronized cells and cells synchronized in G1 phase, when
replication timing is established (Dimitrova and Gilbert, 1999;
Raghuraman et al., 1997). Upregulation of CLB2 in G1 phase
fkh1Dfkh2DC cells, which is consistent with the role of Fkh1 in
CLB2 repression, and significant overlap between genes identi-
fied by the different methods validated both analyses (Table S2).
A permutation test indicates that genes deregulated in
fkh1Dfkh2DC cells are not significantly colocalized with or prox-
imal to Fkh-regulated origins (see Experimental Procedures). We
Figure 5. Genome-wide Binding of Replication Initiation Factors to
Fkh-Regulated Origins
(A) M values from ChIP-chip analysis of ORC, Mcm2+4, and Cdc45 at Fkh-
regulated origins (in rows) are arranged by differences (WT-fkh1Dfkh2DC) in
BrdU incorporation in HU (DHU Counts).
(B) Venn diagram of Cdc45 binding within different origin classes is shown.
See also Table S3.also plotted RNA transcript levels and Rpb3 occupancy, as well
as their differences in fkh1Dfkh2DC cells, within 10 kb of Fkh-
regulated origins (Figure 4). Visual inspection of these plotsshow no obvious correlation with the effects on origin activities,
regardless of the magnitude or directionality (positive or nega-
tive) of effect, the orientation of the immediately flanking genes,
or the cell cycle stage. Linear regression analysis also shows no
consistent correlation between the effects on origin activity and
the expression levels of the immediately flanking genes (see
Experimental Procedures). These findings demonstrate that
origin regulation by Fkh1/2 does not involve proximal changes
in transcription.
Cdc45 Preferentially Associates with Fkh-Activated
Origins in G1 Phase
We wondered whether Fkh1/2 regulate replication timing by
modulating the binding of replication factors to origins. To deter-
mine whether Fkh1/2 influence ORC binding or MCM loading,
we used ChIP analyzed by microarray (ChIP-chip) to examine
ORC binding in unsynchronized cells and Mcm2+4 binding in
G1-synchronized cells. The results show no significant, global
difference in ORC or Mcm2+4 origin-binding between WT and
fkh1Dfkh2DC cells (Figure 5A and Table S3), contrary to the
idea that Fkh1/2 affect origin-firing by modulating ORC or
MCM binding.
Origin initiation requires the DDK-dependent recruitment of
Cdc45 to pre-RCs. However, Cdc45 associates specifically,
albeit relatively weakly, with several early replication origins in
G1 phase (prior to DDK activation), presaging their characteristic
early S phase activity (Aparicio et al., 1999). This suggests that
these origins gain an early advantage (byG1 phase) in their ability
to recruit Cdc45 to enable early initiation. Examination of Cdc45
binding by ChIP-chip shows Cdc45 association with many early
origins, including Fkh-activated origins, such as ARS305 and
ARS607, and a number of CEN-proximal origins (Figures 5A
and 5B and Table S3). Of 28 origins that bind Cdc45 in WT G1
phase cells, 15 are Fkh-activated and 14 are CEN-proximal (on
11 CENs), while only one is Fkh-repressed. Strikingly, in the
fkh1Dfkh2DC cells, Cdc45 binding is lost from the Fkh-activated
origins, which become significantly later firing, leaving only 13
origins binding Cdc45 (Figure 5B and Table S3). Of these 13,
12 are CEN-proximal, which as shown above, remain early firing.
Thus, Cdc45 origin-binding in G1 phase is robustly associated
with early initiation. These findings support the idea that Fkh1/2
influence origin function by regulating access to the pool of repli-
cation factors such as Cdc45, whereas CEN-proximal origins
have access to Cdc45 independently of Fkh1/2.
Fkh1/2 Are Required for Selective Clustering
of Fkh-Activated Origins in G1 Phase
The organization of selected origins into subnuclear domains or
replication foci by Fkh1/2 may explain their preferential access
to limiting or sequestered initiation factors like Cdc45. In accord
with this, a global analysis of intra- and inter-chromosomal inter-
actions of the yeast genomeusing a variation of 4C (chromosome
conformationcapture-on-chip) suggests that early origins cluster
in G1 phase (Duan et al., 2010). We analyzed these origin interac-
tion data to determine whether origin clustering was associated
with Fkh regulation and/or Cdc45 binding in G1 phase. Two-
dimensional clusteringbasedonorigin interaction frequencies re-
sulted in two main clusters of interacting origins, with 89 and 92Cell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 105
Figure 6. Chromosome-Conformation Capture Analyses of Origin Interactions
(A) Two-dimensional clustering of origin-origin interaction frequencies is shown, with origins in columns and rows of the matrix. Columns to the right indicate
Cdc45 ChIP-chip binding, average BrdU DHU-counts, and DBrdU-pulse M values. The top 5% (based on p values) of Fkh-activated and Fkh-repressed origins
are indicated.
(B) Venn diagram of overlap between experimental replicates is shown.
(C) Plots of the ARS607 region including relevant XbaI sites are shown.
See also Figure S3 and Table S4.origins, respectively (Figure 6A). One cluster containsmost of the
Cdc45-bound origins, the most statistically significant Fkh-acti-
vated origins, and CEN-proximal origins. This cluster also
contains earlier-firing origins on average than the other main
cluster and is depleted of non-CEN proximal, Fkh-repressed
origins (hypergeometric test, p < 0.005). These findings suggest
that Fkh regulation involves selective origin clustering.
To test whether Fkh1/2 have a role in origin clustering, we used
4C to analyze the trans associations of Fkh-activated origin
ARS305 with other genomic sequences (for scheme, see Fig-
ure S3A). We validated this analysis by comparing overlap
between experimental replicates of WT and mutant cells, with
and without crosslinking, and by analyzing the number of intra-
versus inter-chromosomal interactions detected (Figure S3B).106 Cell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.As expected, and consistent with the results of (Duan et al.,
2010), intrachromosomal interactions were enriched versus
interchromosomal interactions (p < 0.001). We detected 48
ARS305-interacting loci in both WT replicates (of 71 and 72 in
the replicates), and 41 ARS305-interacting loci in both
fkh1Dfkh2DC replicates (of 164 and 189 in the replicates) (Fig-
ure 6B and Table S4). The larger number of detected interactions
with lower overlapbetween them in the fkh1Dfkh2DC replicates is
consistentwith adecrease in specificity ofARS305 interactions in
the mutant cells. Most of the 48 sites in WT cells were not de-
tected in the mutant cells, indicating that their interaction with
ARS305 is Fkh1/2-dependent. For example, ARS305 interacted
with ARS607 (as shown previously (Duan et al., 2010)) in both
WT replicates and in neither fkh1Dfkh2DC replicate (Figure 6C),
Figure 7. Co-IP of Fkh1 with ORC
Soluble extracts from FKH1-MYC (lanes 1, 3, and 5–8) and
untagged (lanes 2 and 4) cells were subjected to IP with
anti-Myc antibody (A) and anti-ORC antibody (B) and (C).
IPs were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-Myc and
anti-ORC antibodies. (C) Ethidium bromide (EtBr) was
included in the IPs at 10, 40, and 100 mg/mL in lanes 6, 7,
and 8, respectively. ORC protein was included as
standard.indicating that Fkh1/2 are required for interaction in G1 phase
between these early-firing, Fkh-activated origins. These results
indicate that Fkh1/2 play a role in determining the long-range
chromatin contacts made by ARS305, and support the idea
that Fkh1/2 function in origin regulation through origin clustering.
Fkh1 and Fkh2 Interact with ORC
The binding of Fkh1/2 adjacent to many Fkh-activated origins,
including ARS305 and ARS607 (data not shown and Harbison
et al., 2004; Keich et al., 2008), led us to hypothesize that
Fkh1/2 bound near origins might stabilize origin contacts in trans
through interaction with ORC bound at other Fkh-activated
origins. Immunoprecipitation (IP) of Myc-tagged Fkh1 or Fkh2
from soluble cell extracts resulted in coprecipitation of ORC (Fig-
ure 7A, lanes 1 and 2, data not shown for Fkh2); Orc2 was
robustly detected, Orc1 and Orc3 were weakly detected, and
Orc4-Orc6 were obscured by comigrating immunoglobulin
heavy chain (data not shown). Reciprocal IP of ORC using a poly-
clonal antibody coprecipitated Fkh1 (Figure 7B, lanes 3 and 4).
Taken together, these results demonstrate a physical interaction
(direct or indirect) between ORC and Fkh1. These interactions
persisted in the presence of the DNA-intercalating agent,
ethidium bromide, indicating that the interactions are likely not
DNA-mediated (Figure 7C, lanes 5–8). Together with the close
proximity of Fkh1/2 binding sites with origin ACSs, these results
support the idea that Fkh1/2 interact with ORC to bridge replica-
tion origins in trans.
DISCUSSION
Fkh1/2 Establish Replication-Timing Domains through
Origin Clustering
Our findings reveal a novel, global mechanism for the regulation
of origin initiation timing, involving the spatial organization of
replication origins by Fkh1/2. Previous studies have concluded
that yeast origins are early by default, and that late timing is
imposed by flanking sequences of a repressive nature (Ferguson
and Fangman, 1992; Friedman et al., 1996). However, our find-
ings show that Fkh1/2 actively program the timing of most of
the earliest origins throughout the genome. Thus, we proposeCell 148, 9that Fkh1/2 establish early replication timing at
Forkhead-activated origins by recruiting these
origins into clusters where Cdc45 is (and likely
other replication factors are) concentrated.
The enrichment and distinct positioning relative
to the ACS of Fkh1/2 binding sites likely explains
the selective preference for Fkh-activatedorigins. Clustering may involve interaction of Fkh1/2 bound adja-
cent to an origin with ORC bound to a distal, second origin. Like-
wise, Fkh1/2 bound near the second origin might interact with
a third origin, and so forth, providing a mechanism to cluster
several origins together. This congregation of origins and initia-
tion factors provides a kinetic advantage in assembling the
factors needed for replication initiation upon S phase entry,
which transforms these origin clusters into early replication
factories. The ensuing dynamics of the replication process,
involving spooling of DNA through the replication factories (Kita-
mura et al., 2006), eventually repositions more distal, unfired
origins, bringing them in proximity of the concentration of the
replication factor(ie)s and thereby allowing them to gain access
as early replicons terminate and are released. This is expected
to result in an increasingly stochastic pattern of replication initi-
ation as S phase proceeds and many unfired origins compete
for limited access. However, later-replicating regions also exhibit
well-defined replication patterns indicating preferred origin
timing and usage. Indeed, chromosomes IV, XII, XIV, and XV
each have distinctly late-replicating regions > 200 kb in length,
encompassing groups of contiguous Fkh-repressed origins,
which lose this unique character in the absence of Fkh1/2 (Fig-
ure 2A and Data S2).
Origin clusters may define replication-timing domains. The
organization of mammalian chromosomes into spatial domains
correlates strongly with replication timing (Ryba et al., 2010).
Analysis of global 4C in yeast shows clustering of early origins
(in G1 phase), and we have now shown that the early origin
cluster contains Fkh-activated and Cdc45-bound origins (in G1
phase). We have confirmed that Fkh-activated origins ARS305
and ARS607 interact in trans, and critically, show that this inter-
action depends on Fkh1/2. In addition, Fkh-activated and Fkh-
repressed origins often occur in separate, linearly contiguous
groups along chromosomes, suggesting the formation of distinct
domains. This may involve the anchoring of intrachromosomal
chromatin loops by Fkh1/2 bound near origins, perhaps through
interaction with ORC, particularly in the case of Fkh-activated
origins, which are enriched for Fkh1/2 binding. In the case
of Fkh-repressed origins, a dearth of Fkh1/2 binding sites
presumably reduces the likelihood that these origins join the9–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 107
Fkh-activated clusters, which may permit other mechanisms,
such as deacetylation or localization to the nuclear periphery,
to define replication timing of these regions. Alternatively, the
later timing may be a consequence of conformational or spatial
constraints imposed by the chromosomal architecture estab-
lished by Fkh1/2 clustering of Fkh-activated origins.
In the absence of Fkh1 and Fkh2, CEN-proximal origins domi-
nate the early replication landscape, suggesting that CENs
confer early replication intrinsically. CENs normally cluster and
occupy a characteristic interior position in the nucleus (Jin
et al., 1998) that we suggest overlaps with the pool of replication
factor(ie)s. Consequently, CEN-proximal origins have favorable
access to this pool and initiate early, independently of Fkh1/2.
Thus, CEN-proximal origins may act as organizing sites for
early-replicating origin clusters that include non-CEN-proximal
origins. More distal Fkh-activated origins may utilize Fkh1/2 to
cluster with CEN-proximal origins, thereby drawing these more
distal origins into the pool. This is consistent with the finding
that CEN-proximal origins localize to the large, early-replicating
cluster in the global 4C data together with the earliest Fkh-
activated origins. Thus, the advanced replication timing of
CEN-proximal origins (and perhaps other Fkh-repressed origins)
in cells lacking Fkh1/2 may result from reduced competition
from Fkh-activated origins for limiting replication factor(ie)s,
rather than a direct repressive function of Fkh1/2. Incidentally,
CEN-proximity may explain the finding in yeast that plasmid-
borne origins typically replicate early, as these studies were per-
formed with CEN-harboring plasmids (Ferguson and Fangman,
1992; Friedman et al., 1996).
In contrast to CENs, TELs form several clusters that occupy
the nuclear periphery (Gotta et al., 1996; Heun et al., 2001).
The normally late replication of TEL-proximal regions is consis-
tent with the notion that the dynamic nature of the replication
process eventually relocates these distal regions to the interior
of the nucleus, which ultimately enables their access to replica-
tion factor(ie)s. In the absence of Fkh1 and Fkh2, most of the
active telomeric origins are further delayed. We imagine that
the delayed activation of Fkh-activated origins located along
distal chromosomal arms results in a corresponding delay in
the relocation to TEL-proximal origins to the vicinity of replication
factor(ie)s. Alternatively, Fkh1/2 may act directly to regulate
TEL-proximal origins. Further study will be required to under-
stand the regulation of CEN- and TEL-proximal origin timing.
Multiple, Separable Roles for Fkh1 and Fkh2
in Regulation of the Genome
A clear finding of this study is the mechanistic independence of
Fkh-origin regulation from transcription. There is no correlation
between the observed changes in replication timing and tran-
scriptional levels of proximal genes. Importantly, expression of
Fkh2 lacking its C terminus in fkh1Dfkh2D cells significantly
restores transcriptional regulation of CLB2 cluster genes (only
CLB2 remained deregulated and only in G1 phase cells) without
restoring origin regulation, directly demonstrating a separation of
these Fkh1/2 functions. Nevertheless, our results do not rule out
the possibility that the function of Fkh1/2 in origin clustering may
also underlie transcriptional control not elicited under our growth
conditions.108 Cell 148, 99–111, January 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.As transcriptional regulators, Fkh1 and Fkh2 exhibit opposing,
as well as partially complementary functions (Murakami et al.,
2010). Fkh1 and Fkh2 also demonstrate distinct abilities to
regulate origins, suggesting that the features that distinguish
Fkh1 and Fkh2 functions in transcription also impinge on their
functions as origin regulators. Whereas Fkh2 plays the lead
role in transcriptional regulation, Fkh1 plays the lead role in origin
regulation. Fkh1 differs from Fkh2 most significantly in the pres-
ence of a C-terminal extension in Fkh2, which regulates its inter-
action(s) with transcriptional coactivator(s) (Darieva et al., 2010,
2003; Koranda et al., 2000; Pic-Taylor et al., 2004; Reynolds
et al., 2003). This domain is also required for Fkh2’s function in
origin regulation, suggesting that proper regulation of coactiva-
tor interactions is critical, and that factors interacting with Fkh2
but not with Fkh1 may disrupt origin regulation. Mcm1, which
binds cooperatively with Fkh2, but not Fkh1 (Boros et al.,
2003; Koranda et al., 2000; Kumar et al., 2000; Pic et al.,
2000), is an intriguing candidate, as it has been reported to
modulate origin function (Chang et al., 2004). We note that
Mcm1 binding sites are not enriched near Fkh-activated origins
(data not shown). Thus, consistent with the lack of effect on
origin firing of FKH2 deletion, it is possible that Fkh2 normally
plays no role in origin regulation, and only substitutes (partially)
in Fkh1’s absence.
Fkh1, but not Fkh2, also regulates donor preference in yeast
mating-type switching (Sun et al., 2002). Mating-type switching
involves homologous recombination between the MAT locus
(recipient) and one of two silent mating-type loci (donor) distally
located on opposite arms of the same chromosome, HMLa and
HMRa. This mechanism presumably necessitates chromosomal
looping of either arm to juxtapose the donor and recipient loci.
Remarkably, in MATa cells, HMLa is preferentially selected as
the donor in over 90% of cells, which ensures efficient mating-
type switching. This preference depends on Fkh1 binding to
the recombination enhancer (RE), which is proximal to HMLa.
Our finding that Fkh1/2 mediate long-range origin interactions
suggest that Fkh1 mediates a stable, long-range interaction
betweenMATa and the RE to specify the recombination between
MATa and HMLa, which conspicuously, like early origin clus-
tering, occurs during G1 phase. The role of Fkh1 in regulating
recombination over long distances together with Fkh1/2’s role
in regulating replication initiation timing through long-range
origin clustering suggests that establishing long-range chro-
matin contacts may be a common mechanism of Fkh1/2 func-
tion, likely extending to transcriptional control.
Our proposedmechanism of origin clusteringmay also explain
how the long-range interaction necessary for recombinational
donor preference is established. Dormant origins are closely
associated with the RE (ARS304) and with MAT (ARS313 and
ARS314). Thus, interactions between Fkh1 bound to the RE
and ORC bound to the distal ARS313 or ARS314 may stabilize
long-range contacts between these loci; similar interactions
between ORC bound to ARS304 and Fkh1 bound near MAT
may also participate (though an RE-like element has not been
identified nearMAT). The dormancy of these origins is consistent
with the idea that these loci form a separate chromosomal
domain dedicated for recombination, which delays replication
(by inhibiting initiation and allowing passive replication from
distal, flanking origins). Exactly how such domains are dedicated
to one function over another will require more investigation, but
may reflect combinatorial regulation by Fkh1/2 together with
other factors, along with defined sub-nuclear localization of
these activities.
The findings presented here provide a clearer understanding
of the epigenetic basis for differential origin regulation and its
connection to the spatial organization of chromosomes. Rather
than a direct connection with transcription, the results indicate
that the organization of origins into functional clusters deter-
mines their activation kinetics. Our study identifies Fkh1 and
Fkh2 as factors that participate in the establishment of the
three-dimensional structure of the yeast genome and the epige-
netic regulation of genome replication. This regulation through
structure may be analogous to epigenetic mechanisms of
transcriptional memory wherein gene looping or sub-nuclear
localization is correlated with the maintenance of a transcrip-
tional state or a potentiated state primed for rapid response
(Misteli, 2007). Furthermore, this organization may contribute
to a coordination of replication and transcription, perhaps with
consequence for genome stability (Knott et al., 2009a). Indeed,
this study’s findings provide a new handle to investigate the
consequences of deregulating replication timing on gene regula-
tion or genome stability. The identification of yeast members of
the conserved Fox transcription factor family as physical media-
tors of chromosomal architecture and epigenetic regulation
suggest conservation of this function, which may link replication
timing control and the role of Fox proteins in metazoan
development.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Additional details are given in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
Yeast Strains and Methods
W303-derived, BrdU-incorporating strains were used for all strain construc-
tions (Viggiani and Aparicio, 2006). Cell cycle block-and-release, DNA content
analysis, and two-dimensional gel analysis have been described (Aparicio
et al., 2004). Co-IP was performed as described (Hu et al., 2008), except
Dynabeads Protein G (Invitrogen) was used. BrdU-labeled DNA was isolated
as described (Viggiani et al., 2010); salmon sperm DNA was omitted for
sequencing. 80 ng of BrdU-IPed DNA was prepared for single-end
sequencing by Illumina ChIP-Seq protocol or 10 ng of BrdU-IPed DNA was
prepared for hybridization to microarrays as described (Viggiani et al.,
2010). ChIP-chip was performed and analyzed as described (Knott et al.,
2009b; Viggiani et al., 2009). ChIP-Seq was performed identically except
that culture was scaled-up 4-fold to generate 5–10 ng of IP material for
single-end sequencing by Illumina ChIP-Seq protocol. RNA was isolated
from 20 mL cultures using RiboPure Yeast Kit (Ambion). rRNA was depleted
with Ribominus Beads (Invitrogen), and purified RNA was prepared for
strand-specific RNA-Seq as described in (Parkhomchuk et al., 2009). We
used a custom microarray design (Nimblegen) that tiles one 60 bp oligonu-
cleotide for every 80 bp of unique genomic sequence. For hybridization and
washing we followed Nimblegen protocols, and for image capture used an
Axon 4100A Scanner.
Preprocessing of Sequence Data
Sequencing was carried out with an Illumina GAII. BrdU-IP-Seq and ChIP-Seq
were analyzed with 36 bp single-end reads, while RNA-Seq was analyzed with
36 bp paired-end reads. Reads were aligned to S. cerevisiae genome release
r.64 with PerM (Chen et al., 2009), allowing only unique matches with
a maximum of two mismatches per end. BrdU-IP-Seq and Rpb3 ChIP-Seqreads were binned into nonoverlapping 50 bp bins; bin-counts were median-
smoothed (1000 bp and 500 bp windows, respectively) and quantile-normal-
ized across all experiments. This smoothing step was repeated. For all other
gene expression analysis, each RNA-Seq read was assigned to a gene only
when at least one of its paired-ends was fully contained within the gene’s
ORF and when the read’s orientation corresponded to the gene’s orientation.
Reads whose paired-ends mapped to two or more genes were discarded.
Gene read-counts were quantile-normalized prior to differential expression
analysis.
Analysis of Linear Clustering of Fkh-Regulated Origins
We performed Monte Carlo simulations to determine the likelihood of the
observed level of clustering between like-regulated origins (e.g., both Fkh-acti-
vated) along the chromosome occurring by chance. In each simulation we
randomly assigned (from 352 total origins) 95 origins as Fkh-activated and
80 as Fkh-repressed (on each simulation) and determined the number of
occurrences where two Fkh-repressed or -activated origins neighbored
each other. We then compared the observed level of such instances to the
empirical distribution obtained through simulations to calculate a p value.
Analysis of Fkh1 and Fkh2 Binding Sites
To determine whether Fkh1 and Fkh2 are differentially bound at Fkh-regulated
versus Fkh-unregulated origins we used the position-weightmatrices (PWMs)
defined in (Morozov and Siggia, 2007) to identify all putative Fkh1/2 binding
sites near origins (PWM-score cutoff = 5.5). We defined Fkh1/2-bound origins
as those with a putative site within 500 bp of its BrdU-peak apex. To determine
the distribution of Fkh1/2 binding sites relative to ACSs, for each Fkh1/2-
bound origin with a defined ACS, we calculated the distance from the ACS
to the highest scoring binding site (ACS locations from Eaton et al., 2010);
we applied a kernel density function to these distances to define the probability
curves.
Analysis of Global 4C
226 origins whose defined regions (as listed in OriDB) were fully contained
within an EcoRI and a HindIII restriction fragment were analyzed. The restric-
tion fragment interaction map from (Duan et al., 2010) was used to build two-
dimensional interaction matrices for each restriction fragment set containing
the 226 origins. The matrix value (0 to 4) represents the interaction distance
between two origin-containing restriction fragments defined in (Duan et al.,
2010). The two matrices were summed and the two-dimensional clustering
algorithm defined in (Duan et al., 2010) was applied. 17 clusters containing
fewer than ten origins each (45 total) were not analyzed further.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
All original and processed data files can be found at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/ under accession number GSE33704.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, two
data files, four tables, and three figures and can be foundwith this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cell.2011.12.012.
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